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Athermal, Disordered Solids:  Jammed in the broadest sense of the word

“jammed systems like this, whose solidity stems directly from 
the applied stress itself ” : Cates, Wittmer, Bouchaud & 
Claudin, PRL, 81, 1841 (1998)

Once created, what is their mechanical response ?

Does a field-theoretic description exist and if so,  what does it look like?
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Foundations of Elasticity Theory

• Long-range order dist inguishes 
cr ystal li n e so li d s from liqu i d : 
“reference structure”


• Displacements from this reference 
structure, coarse-grained defines a 
symmetric tensor: the strain tensor


• Stress is defined as the derivative of 
the free-energy with respect to strain


• Broken Symmetry: Goldstone modes, 
gapless (phonons)
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Jammed Solids

• Long-range order distinguishes crystalline 
solids from liquid: “reference structure”

• Displacements from this reference 
structure, coarse-grained defines a 
symmetric tensor: the strain tensor

• Stress is defined as the derivative of the 
free-energy with respect to strain
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Continuum Elasticity

“double curl” of strain field is zero: provides enough equations

Strain Tensor
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Jammed Solids
Lack of reference structure invalidates the foundational role 

of the strain tensor in elasticity theory

Hunt for a “stress-only” formalism: active field in early 2000’s : 
J.-P. Bouchaud Les Houches Lectures

Both equations valid for jammed solids: 
EVEN with friction modulo boundary terms
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Where have we seen this before ? Gauss’s law in E&M

Charge Conservation Generates Gauge Transformations 

Is there a tensorial equivalent of this U(1) gauge theory with charges now being vectors ?

Formulated in the context of “Tensorial Spin Liquids”: M.  Pretko (2017)
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Analog of Faraday’s Law ?

Two of Maxwell’s equations of the vector-charge theory

Gives us the statics: stress-only description of the 
mechanical response of jammed solids 
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Compare to the “classical” theory of elasticity: crystals

Same as equations of elasticity if stress ~ strain
Isotropic Elasticity

Can we do better ? Is there an “emergent” elastic 
modulus tensor ?

Yes ! Consider amorphous solids as a “polarizable” 
medium: a dielectric

Same as strain-tensor equation
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This solid has been created by 
forces exerted at the boundary

Electric field created by charges: no E 
field if there are no charges

Bound charges (dipoles)   
~ contact forces created by imposed forces

Dipole tensor: contact vector + contact force

Jishnu N. Nampoothiri, Yinqiao Wang, Kabir Ramola, Jie Zhang, Subhro Bhattacharjee, and Bulbul Chakraborty
Phys. Rev. Lett. 125, 118002

Polarizability maps to elastic modulus tensor: can be 
measured through stress-stress spatial correlations



Stress-correlations (isotropic compression)
Experiments (Jie Z and Yinqiao W)

Quadrupolar structure (monopoles and dipoles are conserved in this “E&M”)
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Stress-correlations (under gravity)
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Stress-correlations (under gravity)



3D Simulations (frictionless): Stress-correlations (isotropic compression)



2D Simulations (frictionless)

Response to point force (isotropic compression)



Elasticity from broken symmetry

Elasticity from constraints and 
an emergent gauge theory

Different Paradigms
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2D Simulations (frictionless)

Stress-correlations (isotropic compression)
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Torque-correlations

Contact-stresses

Particle-stresses



Dielectric formalism



Dielectric formalism

Like displacements BUT these are gauge potentials NOT physically 
observable fields




